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6 stairs - A set of stairs lighting - lighting
width 45 cm

Price 196.62 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 24 hours

Number 509

Manufacturer RESTAN

Product description
Stairway lighting kit - using LED strip.

The kit includes
  
- Intelligent controller to the stairs - http://stair-lighting.com/sterownik-inteligentny-led-do-oswietlenia-schodow-sterownik-
do-efektow-swietlnych-wersja-1120-p-605.html

 

- Motion sensors dedicated to the controller 2 pieces - https://stair-lighting.com/motion-sensor-light-sensor-in-one-
shortcircuit-no-or-nc-dedicated-to-intelligent-stairs-controllers-p-507.html?language=en
 

- Waterproof LED strip 1 roll (warm white or cool white) - https://stair-lighting.com/5m-led-strip-3528-300-diod5m-
waterproof-warm-white-p-216.html?language=en

- Power suppy to a set - https://stair-lighting.com/smart-led-driver-for-lighting-stairs-driver-lighting-effects-version-6k-
p-369.html?language=en

Increasingly, we draw attention to architectural elements. We want to emphasize, but also to enjoy a benefit from them. 6
steps of a width of 45 cm appears to be a small surface. All the more reason to make it a functional decoration.
 
The chance to give you our original set of intelligent backlight stairs. It operates on 12V, making it safe even for small prying
hands.
 
Complete offer the controller for the stairs, two motion sensors, a 5-foot strip of LEDs and a special brand MEANWELL/DELTA
power supply voltage stabilizing.
 
The proposed control device also works directly with bulbs and fixtures from other manufacturers that use LED technology.
We do not want to limit your imagination! In addition, the stair controller has a purely practical and economic functions, such
as. Twilight sensor. Besides it allows you to adjust the angle of "seeing" motion sensors in such a way as to not react and no
lights lit when someone passes by without using the stairs.
 
The effect presets obviously see through led strip. It is waterproof, thus unhindered for use outdoors. It can be glued on many
surfaces, depending on the needs and ideas. The project was easier place designated for crossing the tape, which ensures its
continued use.
 
We encourage you to purchase - in the kit is always more favorable price!
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This product has additional options:

Motion sensor - 2 pcs: T1 , T2 (+ 15.52 Euro ), T4B (+ 51.74 Euro ), T4B (+ 41.39 Euro )
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